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Above. Bagels during introductory remarks.
Photograph taken by Julia Pimentel.

1.

Bagels and Business Attire in Atlanta
At 8:00 am, we’re greeted by warm
smiles, ironed business formal at-

tire, and a beautiful array of bagels and cream
cheese. After last night’s seven hour drive from
Blacksburg, we arrived in the bright, bustling city
of Atlanta. Excited to explore the new environment and interact with fresh perspectives, we
take in the beautiful architecture, lines of cars,
and pedestrians who stroll on the sidewalk as
we make our way to the Molecular Science
and Engineering Building at Georgia Tech (GT),
the host of the 2019 Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers (SASE) Southeast Regional
Conference. Following introductory welcoming
remarks, breakfast keynote speaker Dr. Hailong
Chen gives career insight and a look into his
research to a room full of dedicated SASE

Virginia Tech SASE fam. Photograph taken by Alison Mak.

2.

Summary of SASE
Vu proudly describes the organization as a whole when he notes,
“SASE is short for The Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers.

members representing universities that span the

We’re an open society, so anyone can join us—doesn’t matter your ethnicity

southeast region of the United States. After-

or major. The mission of SASE is to bring diversity to the workplace. At the

wards, we are given free range to attend a wide

heart of SASE is helping people find their full potential.” Moreover, Vu gives

array of workshops and guest speaker lectures.

insight to how he got involved with SASE; he started off as a volunteer. His

Prior to the start of the workshops, I had the

continuous involvement and commitment to SASE led him to become the

wonderful opportunity to speak with Khanh Vu,

Executive Director of SASE about 7 years ago. When asked about member-

the Executive Director of SASE, to gain a deeper
understanding of what SASE represents.
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ship, Vu notes “I’d say we reached out to 10,000 people. We
welcome everybody!” Vu happily attends SASE conferences
across the nation to take part in the exchange of new ideas,
stories, and upcoming research in STEM.

4.

Learning Lean Six Sigma from a Naval Officer
Not only did the conference have numerous

workshops to attend, but it also held a Lean Six Sigma White
Belt Certification Training led by Chief Kelly Ringaman from

Walking on Water

the U.S. Navy. There is 1 packed room, no empty seats, 2

Workshops take place throughout the Georgia

Navy representatives, and stacks of paper soon to be folded

Tech building: Estee Lauder holds an information

into hundreds of origami figures. Teams of no more than 10

session in one room while David Owens, TVA Vice President

are tasked to create units of origami figures while reducing

of Coal & Gas Services, gives a talk on “Leadership & Team-

waste and increasing efficiency with every round of produc-

work: Succeeding in Corporate America”. Many students—

tion. Each team is given an initial amount of money and a set

including me—attend Dr. David Hu’s fascinating “How to

of instructions. Time starts to tick away and teams strate-

Walk on Water and Climb Up Walls” presentation. Passionate

gize. At the end of each round, money is removed based on

about animal movements and behavior, Dr. Hu tells captivat-

the amount of paper waste made. On the other end, money

ing stories about water striders, cows, cats, and other ani-

is rewarded for each set of origami figures produced. The

mals. His audience sits in amazement when learning about

competitive activity makes individuals consciously aware of

how creatures poop, pee, groom themselves, and seemingly

how waste diminishes time and financial resources.

3.

defy the laws of physics. Truly an engaging speaker, Hu not
only gets SASE members to laugh, but he also instills in us

Chief Kelly Ringaman, the instructor of the course, states

a deeper appreciation for animals and why they act the way

that “the value of Lean Six Sigma is to eliminate waste, to

they do. Afterwards, he holds a book signing of his book

lean out the process, to make things go smoother, to have a

How to Walk on Water and Climb Up Walls, based on his

more accurate product for your customer…so that in the end

prior research and unique experiences.

your customer wants to stick with you. You want to make
the customer happy.” When asked about the course and the
SASE conference overall, she notes “It was awesome!”

5.

SASE Student Spotlight
After speaking with many SASE members from
other universities, I am especially amazed at

Georgia Tech environmental engineering first-year Alex Ip.
More impressively, Ip is the founder of www.thexylom.com,
Dr. David Hu’s book signing. Photograph taken by Sun Yang.

Curious after his lecture, I ask Dr. Hu about his approach towards college and life in general. He states, “I think that everyone wants to make a big impact, but for me just working
on a few small things and getting good at those was a good
first step. And that helped me understand who I was and
what my particular strengths were so I could figure out how
I could make that impact. And now I figured out my impact is
doing studies on animal movement and writing about it. You
got to do that exercise of trying to do small things first and
then eventually it will snowball into something greater.” Dr.
Hu’s presentation was only one of many engaging activities
SASE family [fam] were able to partake in.
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“a site that connects scientists to people by inviting scientists to share their personal stories outside of research. I’ve
[Ip] worked with researchers from 14 countries and regions
around the world including early career researchers from
MIT and UPenn and also a New York Times best selling
author, a leading meteorologist in Hong Kong, back where I
came from.” Passionate about writing and communicating
ideas, specifically those STEM-related, Ip seeks to compile
anecdotes from individuals of diverse backgrounds.
Ip mentions, “I realized pretty early on, that I love listening
to stories and I love telling stories. So what I do is to try
to bridge the perception of who scientists really are, and

how people perceive scientists. And I hope to bridge that
by finding scientists that can share about something that is
relatable. For example, indigenous rights, education, race re-

6.

Should I go to the next SASE Conference?
Yes! Join the SASE fam! Join the Virginia Tech
SASE Chapter and meet fellow SASE members!

lations…these are human issues that scientists and non-sci-

We’ll let you know when the next regional conference is held.

entists face. We invite them to write their own stories and

You’ll also have the opportunity to attend the SASE National

hope they share the unique voice of scientists that society

Conference - this year it will be in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania!

should value and be appreciative of.”

Don’t miss out!

Ip is very active and loves to get involved in STEM oppor-

Kelly Mak, senior in Computer Engineering and President

tunities, which made SASE SERC a perfect opportunity for

of SASE at Virginia Tech, emphasizes “SASE Nationals is

him to engage in. As a result of his continuous efforts to

definitely the ‘big thing,’ it has so many attendees, work-

be active in the STEM community, Ip has received multiple

shops, and of course the career fair. It honestly is such an

prestigious recognitions. He emphasizes, “because of what

amazing opportunity to talk to people from different schools

I’m doing at The Xylom, I was elected to attend the Climate

and company reps! It’s such a casual setting so it’s so easy

Reality Leadership Corps Training in March, which will be

to talk to company reps, much less pressure than even an

led by former U.S. Vice President and Nobel Prize Laureate

informal event like an info session. Regionals is Nationals

Al Gore.” Moreover, Ip reveals his strong intrinsic motivation

on a smaller scale: still plenty of companies, but the focus is

when he states, “How to engage people to make change

more on meeting more students and the workshops.”

means a lot to me and is my priority. We have done a lot of
research. We have a lot of facts, but sometimes facts are not

Mak highlights that conferences are a “great way to get

enough to change minds or change perceptions to spur ac-

to know other SASE fam and learn smaller skills in a more

tion. My goal is to find a way to make that possible through

intimate setting.” Moreover, Mak had the chance to catch

different means and by collaborating with different stake-

up with old SASE friends she hasn’t seen in a while. Look-

holders and institutions.” Visit his website: www.thexylom.

ing back on her wonderful SASE experiences, she reveals,

com and check out the Facebook page: @thexylom. Ip, a

“SASE has been an amazing influence on me. Honestly don’t

first-year, is one of many inspirational SASE fam members

think I’d end up where I am with such an amazing job lined

who attended the SASE Regional Conference. Making con-

up if it weren’t for SASE. This goes for the club itself, the

nections and learning from others’ stories is what confer-

officer positions I’ve held within the club, and the things I’ve

ences like SASE SERC is all about.

learned at conferences such as Nationals or Regionals.”
To reiterate, it is very important to get involved with whatever you are passionate about. One of the ways to pursue your
goals is to meet and get inspired from others. Take it from
the title of the 2019 SASE Southeast Regional Conference
and “IGNITE YOUR DREAMS”. Take initiative and sign up for
the next conference!
If you’re interested in learning more about SASE, below are
some useful links and valuable resources:

Lean Six Sigma White Belt SASE members. Photograph taken by Navy
representative.

National SASE Website: https://saseconnect.org/
National SASE Facebook page: @SASE
Visit the VT SASE website: http://www.sase.org.vt.edu/
Like to the VT SASE Facebook page: @saseatvt
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